
    

Dear Jim, 1/22/83 

The Anderson column item is scheduled for use this coming Wednesday. It had 
been scheduled earlier but was delayed for something nore topical. It is historical, 
not topical. . 

Les was concerned and while on a bicycling vacation in Vermont kept in touche 
He used a pay phone on a cbuntry grevel road! 

It has been shoxtened some but as it stands = he had it read to him by phone~ 

it includes mention of me and eliminates some of the balancing he had in to stretch 
to be fair te the FBI. 

He knows Judge Smith from his reporting days when Dimith had a heart attack. 
He thinks Smith is ofraid of critical comment in the press, from those dayse 

I'm a bit tired. I have the conclusion to the affidavit based on the last 
HSCA stuff to do. If I ge: 4t dene soon we may get the thing in the mail tonight. 
If not, Monday. 

Whon I went over the records T had Idl copy these I'd use for exhibits, so 
that is done. Only one of 35 exhibits not from them. It is the version of the same 
record as released to me in 0322, 

Host of the fetypingnis already done.’ 

later. It is almost suppertiime. Lil has completed the typing and is now 
posting corrections. If she were done we could still not make the mail, so wa" LL 
pall it Monday. This will toll ypu to expect it if 4% reaches you Yonday, via 
Baltinores 

i hat happened to delay this is my sudden recollection of a pertinent record 
I used in Oswald in New Orleans, on the questuon of Marcello's pertinence to my 
requestse As I recall, this is included in their discovery demands. Well, the 
WLI hes all the Marcellos in its main essassination file and this iarcolloe record 
was Gesirnat-d lor that file gouty, And another one or two thibgs Like it that took 
the tine to do four new pages. Yn alll, 26 po with wide marging von, side and botton, 
and now with 36 exhibitoe 

flaybe wo are malsing somo noce people, Like Lallate ond Phillivs, unhapny? 

i'm sure 1t wiah be Of but Lil's typewriter is givine more of the strange 
inpressions, Likesmost commonly, !s and Fea ,and Ss for Ise So it wearies her and 
takes more tines 

This and my 7f 16 affidavit should be useful to others who confront the FBI's 
exotic filings. 

Best,


